Meredith Cartwright earned her bachelor’s degree in Statistics and Experimental Psychology at the University of South Carolina in 2019. After graduating, she entered the Ph.D. program in Psychology at the University of Nebraska and works there at the Center on Children, Families, and the Law. About her choice of statistics as a major and how it complemented her psychology major, Meredith says:

- “I think studying statistics at USC gave me a wonderful working knowledge that I may apply to my research and other projects in psychology. The extra knowledge also helped set me apart from other applicants when applying to graduate schools.”

- “Outside the traditional classroom setting, I used my statistics knowledge when working on a meta-analysis project in a psychology lab as well as my own honors senior thesis. If you’ve ever read a psychology journal, or any other scientific journal for that matter, statistics is used extensively to analyze the results of research. Choosing statistics as a double major fits perfectly with psychology and would add extensively to many other majors as well.”